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Press release

YOU ARE ART!
Andy Warhol and Mimmo Rotella 

from July 18th to October 15th

Production: Resource Valley IMC
In collaboration with MetaMorfosi
Co-organizers: Making Business Happen, Edimotion
Space concept design: Giraldi Associati Architetti – Fulvio Giraldi, Domenico Lascala, Diego Lucesole
Place: Mosaic Mall, Shanghai, China
Sqm: 1600 
Photos: Diego Lucesole

“You are art” is the new exposition of Andy Warhol and Mimmo Rotella that is located in the old part of 
Shanghai inside of a new exhibition space in the Mosaic Mall.
The exhibition wants undoubtedly create a different visiting experience. GAA studio elaborately arranged 
an interactive space using multidimensional digital technologies with the goal of arousing the visitors’ 
imagination and artistic inspiration to make them understand that contemporary art is everywhere. 
The exhibition puts on display 44 works by Mimmo Rotella, the Italian artist who started off Mec Art 
and that has intensely dialogued with the American Pop Art of which Andy Warhol has been the 
most important representative. What is the connection between Warhol and Rotella? What are the 
differences between American, Italian, and European cultures? The organizers are convinced that “the 
exhibition arouses emotions and unexpected answers to these questions.”
Location plays an important role for the exhibition set up, underlining, with a philological accuracy, the 
connection between advertising, mass communication and the two artists. 
Moreover, the exhibition’s title “You are art” inspired GAA for the concept, involving completely the vi-
sitor through technologies, choosing a minimal and evocative design to create well defined atmosphere 
for the two artists. In fact they chose total black design (walls, ceiling and flooring) for Rotella and total 
white for Warhol, in addition to colored neons to emphasize the masterpieces. 
Light plays also an important role, being very theatrical in Rotella and bright white in Warhol. In the 
other spaces of the exhibition like entrance, lounge and bar, they freed creativity being inspired by the 
50s and 60s themes and by dynamism, research and experimentation: these are in fact the essence 
of activities of pop and contemporary art.
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GAA Biografy
Giraldi Associates Architects is an international studio founded in 1997 by Fulvio Giraldi and has its headquar-
ters in Florence and other three offices in Berlin, Los Angeles and Doha and it is composed by 10 partners, 13 
associates and 6 collaborators. 
Well known for its concepts and design of coordinated images for International and Italian clients, GAA has desig-
ned and realized worldwide more than 3000 boutiques, showrooms and offices.
The studio extends its activities to the field of Architecture with the design and realisation of Hotels, Office Buil-
dings, Resorts, private houses and cultural projects.
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